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OVERVIEW
Mitigation of Identity fraud requires a combination of technologies that are complementary and easy to
manage. Adding a new technology solution requires an approach that looks beyond fraud management to
the customer experience in all stages of the customer life cycle. Not only is it critical to have a safe and
secure onboarding experience, but identity management also needs to enable access and step-up
authentication and bind the identity to the account, all while preventing account takeover, new-account
fraud and synthetic identity fraud.
This report reviews and ranks technology providers that offer enterprise-wide identity-prooﬁng solutions.
Javelin evaluated 26 technology providers and created a ranking of the enterprise providers.

PRIMARY QUESTIONS


What technologies are available that provide protection against account takeover and new-account
fraud?



What capabilities are available to fraud operations units to manage identity-prooﬁng technologies?



Is the industry prepared for the change in how digital fraud is occurring?
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

TransUnion ranked as Best in Class among enterprise
identity-prooﬁng vendors. The enterprise identityprooﬁng solutions address new-account fraud,
account takeover, and synthetic fraud with minimal
impacts to the consumer. LexisNexis Risk Solutions
and Callsign rank as Leaders.
Javelin evaluated 26 vendors available to ﬁnancial
institutions to mitigate the growing fraud rates. The
technology market is fragmented with vendors
focused on single-point fraud solutions. To reduce
identity fraud, ﬁnancial institutions need to layer
multiple technologies or integrate an enterprise-wide
solution. Single-point solutions were not ranked
because of a lack of continuity and solution focus.
The 13 ranked vendors stood out for having solutions
that address multiple types of fraud. Each of the
solutions provides different levels of capabilities
depending on what the ﬁnancial institution currently
is using. Vendors ranked as followers and laggards

provide signiﬁcant fraud mitigation depending on
their speciﬁc use case.
Orchestration of the six areas of identity-prooﬁng
components was evaluated. Identity validation,
identity veriﬁcation, enrollment, binding,
authentication, and step-up authentication are the
components of identity fraud prevention. Most
vendors had gaps in capability, which are
supplemented through integration by the vendor or
by the client.
Multiple vendors are needed because of the gaps in
analytics and data used. Vendors that provide
document validation with account opening do not
provide behavioral biometrics for score to identify
criminals. The variety of attack points means that
vendors do not easily compare with others due to
which problem the solution is intended to solve.
Enterprise vendors have pulled together multiple
companies to deliver one product to market.

2020 IDENTITY PROOFING
AWARD
BEST IN CLASS

TRANSUNION
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Improve consumer experience with stronger

Build invisible security barriers with behavioral

identity-prooﬁng technology. New account

biometrics and device ﬁngerprinting to detect

openings, adding new devices, enrolling in money

criminal behavior. Criminal behavior proﬁles are

movement, and other mobile and online banking

just as important as the true consumer’s proﬁle.

functions beneﬁt from new technology that focuses

Detecting anomalies in new-application submission

on risks and consumer behaviors. Individualize the
experience based on customer expectation and

and account access can detect synthetic identities
and attempts at account takeover.

engagement levels.
Add document scanning and data validation to

Implement bot detection and remote access
requests to identify automated attacks. Monitoring

digital account opening or the changing of
personally identiﬁable information. To reduce

existing accounts is a start; however, criminals will
use automated attacks to learn how to break into

consumer friction, provide scanning options to

accounts. Cybersecurity functionality is required to

preﬁll information but do not process the request
until the application is submitted.

protect digital accounts from identity fraud.
Integrate identity-prooﬁng data into enterprise

Start using modern authentication techniques and
strategies that do not rely on personal information

fraud management to create the investigative
tools needed to prevent identity fraud attacks. By

that could have been breached. Knowledge-based
authentication, static passwords, and one-time

combining real-time data feeds with data layers of
account and transaction analytics and rules, a true

passcodes via text message are easy for criminals
to bypass. All of that information could be easily

picture of fraud can be created. Case creation from
attempts at account takeover can identify attacks

accessible on the dark web because of the number
of data breaches and phishing events that have

before fraud losses occur.

occurred. Removing the technology will reduce
instances of account takeover and improve the

Use identity-prooﬁng technology for all ﬁnancial

consumer experience.

laundering, money mules, and existing synthetic
identities. Small changes in how the technology

Add speed bumps for security and remove
roadblocks to engagement. Consumers need to

integrates into data and case management systems
will provide a comprehensive investigative ﬁnancial

have some friction, but the friction should be
meaningful and increase their conﬁdence in

crimes tool, something missing in the market today.

crimes to identify human trafficking, money

security. Use analytic functionality to learn
consumer and criminal behavior; use step-up
authentication only when warranted.
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TECHNOLOGY ORCHESTRATION TO MINIMIZE
IDENTITY FRAUD
Identity-prooﬁng is a term that has been batted

The digital nature of customer engagement

around the industry and is used in marketing

requires identity veriﬁcation and authentication at

multiple types of technology. The distinctions

various stages of the customer life cycle. Out of the

between providers can be subtle or stark. To

six components of identity-prooﬁng, three primary

determine how to reduce liability associated with

needs emerged that require immediate attention.

identity fraud types, many solutions need to be
evaluated. This takes time that fraud operations

Identity validation (new account opening),
authentication (account access), and step-up

teams do not have. To facilitate a deeper
understanding of the technology challenges faced

authentication are the failure points of current
ﬁnancial services digital programs. The other three

by ﬁnancial institutions, Javelin submitted a request
for information (RFI) to 26 technology companies.

identity-prooﬁng components are important;
however, they will fall into place as new technology

The evaluations focused on the types of fraud
mitigated, how the technology operates, the

matures and optimizes.

analytics deployed, and the friction levels for the

Identity-prooﬁng today is at a crossroads. The most
commonly used identity-prooﬁng techniques are

consumer. What developed from the research,
system demonstrations, and conversations with
ﬁnancial institutions is a classiﬁcation and ranking
of some of the providers offering holistic, enterprise
solutions.

compromised through data breach events that
have left personally identiﬁable information readily
available for purchase on the dark web. The usage
of credit reporting data, knowledge-based
questions, and other public data sources are not

One Solution to Resolve Identity Fraud Minimizes Technology Complexity
Figure 1. Six Components of Identity-Prooﬁng

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2020
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reliable in preventing fraud. The continuous usage

with conﬁdence in the security of the ﬁnancial

of the compromised data perpetuates the growth

institution.

of synthetic identities, which use some veriﬁable
data combined with false information. Traditional

Multifactor authentication has helped reduce

authentication methods and solutions are

friction to the consumer thanks, in part, to the

increasing risks, fraud losses, and consumer friction.

European Union’s revised Payment Service
Directive (PSD21), which requires two-factor

Consumer friction is an important component of

authentication of most transaction and access

adding identity-prooﬁng technologies. If the

methods. Because more transactions require

technology adds too many barriers to opening a

authentication, technology companies have worked

new account or performing account maintenance,
consumers have many options for where to take

on deﬁning the consumer experience, reducing
false-positive alerts, and minimizing abandonment

their business. In some examples discussed with

and decline rates. A component of the Javelin

ﬁnancial institutions, the frictionless experience was
increasing new-account fraud. The marketing of

analysis of technology vendors looked at how the
legislation improves the capability, which ﬁnancial

programs can be a blueprint for criminals to take
advantage of digital channels. Easy onboarding,

institutions can deploy for all digital banking and
payment activities.

limited document scanning and veriﬁcation, instant
approvals, and instant provisioning have caused an
increase in card fraud. What identity-prooﬁng
programs need is a balanced approach that adds a
few speed bumps but also provides the consumer

Disheartening in the evaluation was the fact that
Javelin identiﬁed multiple vendors that offer
products that do not work. Solutions solely based
on personally identiﬁable information need to be
removed from the market. Adding authentication

Robust Protection is not Widely Adopted by Financial Institutions
Figure 2. Types of Identity-Prooﬁng Available for Security

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2020
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that will not work perpetuates a false sense of

recommendation: Institutions must be the catalysts

security and leaves the front door to the ﬁnancial

for change by halting the investment in and

institution open to criminals. During interviews with

implementation of outdated authentication

providers of authentication and identity-prooﬁng

methods.

solutions, there was agreement that credit
reporting data, knowledge-based answers, and

Javelin’s evaluation focused on technology with

generally public data were not reliable

more than one authentication means. To rank in

authentication sources. All also agreed, however,

Javelin’s Scorecard, companies need to provide

that removing or replacing those archaic identity-

solutions using the following:

prooﬁng data sources will be difficult, if not
impossible, for most ﬁnancial institutions. The



reason: So many of their channels rely on
knowledge-based authentication and traditional

know)


authentication methods based on public
information. Replacing that authentication
infrastructure would require a revamping of their
authentication infrastructure, and most ﬁnancial
institutions just don’t see the value in doing that.
Solutions providers also told us that as long as
institutions continue to invest in those archaic
authentication solutions, providers have little
incentive to offer alternatives. Javelin’s

Knowledge the consumer has (something you

Something in the consumer’s possession
(something you have)



Inherence (something you are—attributes that
are available but not known by the consumer)

Vendor evaluations also required solutions to
manage multiple consumer digital access points.
Financial services are no longer multichannel; they
are omnichannel. Multichannel requires online and
mobile banking, and the access security solutions

Vendors Need Multipronged Solutions to Rank in the Scorecard
Figure 3. Authentication Factors Considered During Vendor Evaluations

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2020
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do not need to be the same for those. With

combination of visible and invisible security is

omnichannel digital ﬁnancial services, activity that

required. The technology companies that ranked in

starts online (browser) can move to the mobile app

the scorecard were all required to have this level of

or in-person, and the binding of the identity needs

granularity.

to be able to cross all aspects of the consumer
relationship. Without an omnichannel approach,

The complexity of friction associated with

friction increases, leaving the door open not only

preventing various types of identity fraud is the No.

for fraud but also for consumer attrition and lower
usage.

1 analyst inquiry received by Javelin’s fraud
management team in 2020. Javelin’s 2020 Mobile
Banking Scorecard and 2020 Online Banking

Friction is also added when identity-prooﬁng
approaches are static, lacking dynamics that are

Scorecard provide evaluations of the complexities
that fraud teams need to consider when identity-

provided through analytics and a complex rules

prooﬁng tools are added. The addition of peer-to-

engine. Different identity authentication
requirements should be deployed for consumers

peer payments like Zelle, wire transfers, new
account openings, and account maintenance are at

who routinely send money via Zelle to the same
account and for someone who is sending funds for

the center of the questions about ﬁction. Javelin’s
Identity-Prooﬁng Scorecard evaluates solutions

the ﬁrst time. For the highest-risk account changes,
such as name, address, or email change, a

with the consideration of how digital banking is
changing.

Omnichannel Identity-Prooﬁng is No Longer Optional
Figure 4. Identity-Prooﬁng Access Points

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2020
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IDENTITY PROOFING VENDORS RANKED

Taking changes or evolution in digital banking into
consideration, and analyzing identity-prooﬁng
vendors based on how holistic their authentication

TransUnion Named Best in Class
Identity-Prooﬁng Scorecard, Enterprise Solutions

solutions were, Javelin ranked TransUnion the
highest among the 26 vendors reviewed. With a

OVERALL

solution that provides an enterprise-wide approach
to the identity management life cycle, paired with

Best in Class

the ease of use of back-office functions, TransUnion
provides ﬁnancial institutions with the ability to

Leaders

adapt their multiple portfolios to their diverging
business needs. Two Leaders that were not far

1

TransUnion

2

LexisNexis Risk Solutions

3

Callsign

4

FICO

5

Experian

behind are LexisNexis Risk Solutions and Callsign.
FICO ranks as a Contender; however, when FICO’s

6

GIACT

solution becomes cloud-enabled and does not

7

RSA

8

Trulioo

9

TeleSign

require on-premises technology stacks, it will
potentially rise in the rankings if competitors and

Contenders

Followers

feature sets remain consistent.

10 Jumio
11

Integration into an enterprise-fraud-management
solution is a key feature that many vendors lack.

Laggards

Thales

12 Mitek
13 Intellicheck

Javelin used a multistage approach to assess 26
identity-prooﬁng vendors in the market today. Not
every vendor that provides some form of identityprooﬁng was considered in Javelin’s evaluation.
We limited vendors to those that offered enterprise

Based on that analysis, Javelin narrowed the list to
13 solutions that we deemed to be truly enterprise-

-wide identity-prooﬁng solutions—those that could

wide. To qualify as an enterprise-wide solution,
vendors were required to score more than 100

stand on their own without the need for add-on
tools or features from third parties. Nor did we

points on the scorecard.

consider those that merely provide application
programming interfaces for institutions to manage

Javelin created a methodology to identify the point

the add-ons themselves. (For full listing of vendors
listed by identity-prooﬁng framework, see the
Appendix). The focus of our ranking was based on
solutions that prevent account takeover and newaccount fraud overall and across the board.

totals, which ranged from API integrations from
other companies to full-feature maturation:
Product vitals – 37 elements scored
Product features – 39 elements scored
Administration – 14 elements scored
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Each element could have scored up to 100 points:

integration of a competitor into the solution sold. If
the vendor integrated a competitive solution into

Full mature product element = 100 points

its product via API, the solution was ranked as

Missing several key elements = 50 points

available but not original. The excessively

Integrated with third party only = 25 points

embedded nature of the vendor APIs into

Element not available = 0 points

competing products is a clear indication of the
need to have a multilayered enterprise solution to
provide consumers with an omnichannel

The highest score possible is 300.

experience. If an enterprise solution is not

Our vendor evaluations looked at the types of fraud
mitigated, compliance, analytics and rules, data
availability, and technology stack. More than 100

implemented, ﬁnancial institutions will need to layer
different technology sets on their own.
The following eight clear elements emerged for

questions were asked, screenshots and technology
speciﬁcations were reviewed, and demonstrations

enterprise-wide identity-prooﬁng solutions:

of solutions were provided when additional
questions were warranted. The evaluation criteria

Product vitals: A transition to an omnichannel

are divided into three categories for the overall
ranking—product vitals, features, and



Focus on multiple types of ﬁnancial crime



Enable device ﬁngerprinting, bot detection, and

administration.

approach versus multichannel to reduce friction

behavioral biometrics

The challenge in evaluating vendors was in not only
the wide range of solutions available but also the



Support online, mobile, contact center, and inbranch/in-person channels

Points Separate Competitive Vendors
Figure 5. Rank by Category

Solution

Product Vitals

Features

Administration

Total Score

TransUnion

80

81

86

247

LexisNexis Risk Solutions

81

84

79

244

Callsign

78

75

86

238

FICO

66

69

79

213

Experian

61

74

75

210

GIACT

68

65

71

204

RSA

52

63

71

186

Trulioo

64

49

61

173

TeleSign

61

70

39

170

Jumio

53

53

57

162

Thales

62

44

36

142

Mitek

51

44

46

141

Intellicheck

49

47

39

136

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2020
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Features: Provide ﬂexibility with multiple analytic

sophisticated and automated attack methods used

options and real-time rule deployment

by cybercriminals will rapidly change based on how



Multiple analytic models and rule engine

mitigation tools are conﬁgured. As the criminals’



Integration into ﬁnancial crimes investigation

attacks are thwarted, the methods used by
attackers respond and evolve. When one

systems


Validate data when entered



Integrate via API and SDK

technology method is deployed, ﬁnancial
institutions put themselves at risk, because they
cannot be agile enough to launch new products
quickly in response to evolving attacks. When

Administration: Improve reporting capabilities to
change how the solution ranked among the peer
set


determining technology needs, ﬁnancial institutions
need to future-proof against attacks and not
address only their immediate issues.

Visualization of data in real-time
Other primary components to the product features

PRODUCT VITALS
For a provider to rank as an enterprise-wide

are deployment channels. Ideally, a ﬁnancial
institution does not need to orchestrate different

solution, the three primary fraud types—account
takeover, new-account fraud, and synthetic fraud—

authentication capability for debit or credit cards,
online banking or mobile app, in-branch or digital

need to be mitigated, thus eliminating the need for
layering multiple technology types. The

channels. Instead, the aim should be one product
integration point conﬁgured for multiple channels

Solutions Provide Protection of Top 3 Identity Fraud Types
Figure 6. Financial Crime Type Solution Mitigates

Key Metric

Callsign

Experian

FICO

GIACT

LexisNexis
TransUnion
Risk Solutions

New Account Fraud
Account Takeover
Synthetic ID Fraud
First Party Fraud
Money Mule Identiﬁcation
Human Trafficking Identiﬁcation
Anti-Money Laundering
Legend:

100 points

50 points

25 points

0 points

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2020
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Solutions Focus on Browser and App Transactions More than Other Channels
Figure 7. Type of Identity-Prooﬁng Solution
Key Metric

Callsign

Experian

FICO

GIACT

LexisNexis
TransUnion
Risk Solutions

Support Multiple Countries
Online
Mobile
Phone
In Branch
Contact Center
IoT Voice
IoT NFC
Hardware Available for ID Prooﬁng
Software Solution for ID Prooﬁng
Legend:

100 points

50 points

25 points

0 points

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2020

and multiple use cases. One area currently absent

The ranked vendors did not provide a uniform

from each of the technology platforms is support
for the internet of things (IoT). Although NFC and

method of detecting identity-prooﬁng. The
diversiﬁed nature of attacks requires different

voice identity-prooﬁng capabilities are available for
mobile and contact center channels, internet-

capabilities; however, there is inconsistency in the
types of identity fraud occurring. The industry

connected devices such as Alexa and Google Home
do not support identity-prooﬁng. This creates

recognizes this issue, and Javelin ranked providers
as having only a partial solution when API

vulnerability for device-based payments and
banking. Financial institutions should also be

integration to other vendors was enabled or
required to achieve enterprise-wide identity-

hesitant when enabling bot capability like Bank of
America’s Erica and Capital One’s Eno for money

prooﬁng.

movement. A future report will evaluate the
security of this channel.

Financial institutions with some solutions already in
place will ﬁnd the capabilities of some of those
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Similar Solutions with Different Technology Capability
Figure 8. Types of Data Validation to Prevent Identity Fraud Attacks

Key Metric

Callsign

Experian

FICO

GIACT

LexisNexis
TransUnion
Risk Solutions

Data Validation: Verifying that
data provided in an application is
accurate and matches other data
sets about the user
Document Scanning: Extracting
information from images of formal
documents (e.g. driver's license or
passport).
Bot Detection: Identifying
automated access attempts, either
at login or during an application
Device Fingerprinting: Proﬁling
characteristics of a device to
identify it in future interactions
Email Veriﬁcation: Assessing risk
associated with an email address,
based on characteristics such as
age and history
One-Time Passwords:
Generating and verifying one-time
use codes for verifying customers
Remote Access Detection:
Identifying suspicious access
attempts, even through a
legitimate customer device
Behaviometrics:
Identifying users by the way they
interact with input devices (e.g.
keyboard, mouse, or smartphone)
Dark Web Scanning: Scanning the
Dark Web to validate if PII is
shared/sold on malicious
marketplaces
Legend:

100 points

50 points

25 points

0 points

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2020
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niche providers beneﬁcial, as they may not require

also ranked high, in part due to recent acquisitions

an enterprise-wide solution. (See the Appendix for

of ThreatMetrix3 and Emailage4. However, ﬁve of

additional solution types.)

the top six companies do enable custom data
feeds, which in many instances proved to be data
sources from other identity-prooﬁng companies.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Data availability in an identity-prooﬁng solution is
critical to the success of a fraud prevention
program. The adage “garbage in, garbage out” is
true. If data is not available or accurate, the results
will be suspect. Each of the technology platforms
can use credit reporting agency data, but this is
where the uniformity ends. TransUnion ranked
highest in the data utilization category and
provides the multiple data sources needed for a
multipronged fraud attack, bolstered by the 2018
acquisition of iovation2. LexisNexis Risk Solutions

For example, RSA adaptive authentication data
feeds integrate into FICO’s fraud management suite
of systems.
The data, although primary to providing results, is
reliant on analytics and rules capabilities in each
system. Product demos and screenshots of systems
evaluations helped determine which solutions
provided easy-to-use interfaces that could be
incorporated into existing fraud operational teams.
Each company had graphical user interfaces (GUI)
that were easy to navigate, with the majority using

Key Data Sources are missing from Technology Capabilities
Figure 9. Data Availability to Detect Identity Fraud Incidents
Key Metric

Callsign

Experian

FICO

GIACT

LexisNexis
TransUnion
Risk Solutions

Credit Reporting Agencies (CRAs)
Mobile Network Operators (MNOs)
Public Records
Employment Records
Utility Records
Social Network
Consortium
Account Ownership Veriﬁcation
Dark Web
Custom Feeds
Legend:

100 points

50 points

25 points

0 points

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2020
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Analytics and Rules are Critical to an Identity-Prooﬁng Program
Figure 10. Comparison of Key Features Associated With Analytics and Rules
Key Metric

Callsign

Experian

FICO

GIACT

LexisNexis
TransUnion
Risk Solutions

Production Testing:
Historic data (Champ Challenger)
Production Testing:
Production data (live)
Production Testing:
Production data (mirrored)
Output: Score
Output: Decision
Output: Reason Codes
Rules Customizable independently
by client
Rules Customizable through
provider
Professional Services Available
Use of ML/AI to suggest new rules
which are then vetted and
implemented by a human agent
Ability to develop and implement
new rules/risk scores in real-time
without needing human approval
Multiple types of analytics used
Clients required to provide
feedback
Integrated case manager
Customizable user interface
API to integrate into custom
analytics
API to obtain score/decision
API available for integration to
other systems
Integrated with enterprise fraud
systems
Batch (please indicate frequency)
Real-time (e.g. ability to decline a
transaction)
Can this product preﬁll an
application?
Legend:

100 points

50 points

25 points

0 points
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drop-down data elements and expressions to build

logs that show access attempts when accounts do

nested rule sets. Every vendor advised that rule

not exist. If rules do not automatically generate and

assistance was available during implementation and

deploy, the operations team needs to evaluate

after deployment, and additional professional

more data sets than currently is the standard

services could help when it was necessary to hone

practice.

rules in response to current fraud threats.
The type of machine learning and algorithms varied
by vendor. A key component to data efficacy and
model success is absent in all of the vendors.
Vendors do not contractually mandate that clients
provide fraud incident feedback. For the
consortium-based approach, which is consistent
across the analytics that are leveraged, having this
data gap reduces the likelihood that fraud is
captured and false positives are reduced. Financial
institutions are contractually obligated to report
fraud for consortium-based transaction capabilities
through FICO, SAS, and other vendors, as well as
reporting fraud to Mastercard and Visa. The lack of
transparency with the identity-prooﬁng vendors
leaves the door open for criminals to hide their
behavior. The reason fraud reporting is not
mandated appears to be a lack of ﬁnancial
institutions using integration capabilities from the
identity-prooﬁng vendors in enterprise fraud
management. This is more a deﬁciency on the client
side of the agreement and is not due to a lack of
functionality.
The secondary areas in analytics that did not score
well by vendors stem from a lack of trust in
analytics, not a lack of vendor willingness. Adaptive
machine learning potentially updates rules in real
time; however, model governance risks are
preventing the analytics from providing
recommended rules that can be deployed
immediately. It is important that ﬁnancial
institutions actively monitor risk indicators not only
on existing accounts but also for the automated

ADMINISTRATION
The administration of the identity-prooﬁng platform
focuses on two primary areas: user access and data
access. Both are critical to securing information to
make sure that only the individuals who should
have access do have access. In this category, the
enterprise solution vendors have signiﬁcant areas in
common, in contrast to the vendors that are not
ranked. Financial institutions need to be able to
audit who is accessing data, creating and deploying
new rules, and monitoring outcomes.
For monthly key performance metrics, the type of
reporting recommended by Javelin is not available
and requires custom reporting by the ﬁnancial
institution. Data visualization of what is occurring in
the system is good, but ultimately, link analysis tied
into investigations becomes essential. Because the
identity-prooﬁng solutions lack integration into
enterprise fraud systems, the vendors need to
improve the reporting formats that are supported
to enable importation of data automatically into
reporting and data analytics systems.
The analytic information, provided in the analytic
assessment (Figure 10), provides ﬁnancial
institutions the opportunity to combine identityprooﬁng outputs into enterprise reporting. In
interviews conducted with ﬁnancial institutions,
none of the operations teams discussed leveraging
this option. However, internal discussions about
adding identity-prooﬁng data into data initiatives
were underway.
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Reporting and Data Visualization are Critical to Managing Operations
Figure 11. Comparison of Key Features Associated With Administration Functions
Key Metric

Callsign

Experian

FICO

GIACT

LexisNexis
TransUnion
Risk Solutions

Clients can control access to
features and functionality for each
user
Automated reporting of aggregate
data for regular periods (e.g. past
week, month, or quarter)
Ad-hoc reporting, i.e. the ability to
generate custom aggregate
reports on demand
Case-level reporting, i.e. records of
inquiries, activity, and outcomes
for particular applicants or
customers
Reporting of user-level activity
(e.g. record of actions taken within
the platform by the client's users)
On-Demand Visualization
Do you automated report
scheduling?
XML Format
CSV Format
JSON Format
Legend:

100 points

50 points

25 points

0 points

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2020
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ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT TO FOCUS ON
FINANCIAL CRIMES
Identity-prooﬁng solutions start with one general

with current solutions. The majority of vendors

use case. But with maturity, product development,

state that synthetic fraud is detectable, yet it is at

acquisition, and/or integration with other solutions,

the account opening that the identity occurs.

additional use cases emerge. Some vendors’

Vendors that provide continuous and behavioral

solutions would have scored as being enterprise-

authentication detect sophisticated digital attacks

wide had their focus been on preventing ﬁnancial
crimes generally versus addressing one speciﬁc use

and human farming scenarios, but again, these are
attacks on good accounts.

case. Acuant, AU10TIX, BehavioSec, Biocatch, and
NuData Security all provide speciﬁc use case
solutions that, if scored in isolation, would have
ranked among the top tiers in their speciﬁc
categories. Modifying the focus of those solutions,
with minimal change to the technology, could have

Financial institutions should start to use identityprooﬁng techniques for all fraud types to detect
criminal activity that is occurring. Because synthetic
fraud is only now coming to the forefront, an
unknown number of synthetic identities are on

future identity-prooﬁng scorecard.

existing accounts and conducting criminal activity.
Dark web researchers are also advising Javelin that

Several ﬁnancial crimes evaluated—including

coordination of money mule and laundering
collusion with consumers is increasing at a higher

money mule identiﬁcation, money laundering, and
human trafficking—have ties to account takeover

rate, turning existing good consumers into
criminals. This activity is going largely undetected

and new-account fraud yet largely go undetected

with identity-prooﬁng solutions.

a signiﬁcant positive impact on their ranking in a

Key Financial Crimes Are Not Addressed by Identity-Prooﬁng Solutions
Figure 12. Financial Crime Types, Vendor Adoption Rates
Financial Crime Type

Feature Adoption Average

New Account Fraud

100

Account Takeover

100

Synthetic ID Fraud

92

Human Trafficking Identiﬁcation

54

Anti-Money Laundering

50

First Party Fraud

40

Money Mule Identiﬁcation
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The leap from identity-prooﬁng to prevent fraud to

a dozen technologies in real time. Veriﬁcation

investigating ﬁnancial crimes requires vendors and

methods need to be visible and invisible to

ﬁnancial institutions to manage digital identities

consumers and criminals in order to protect the

different from physical identities. Physical identity

organization. Many of the niche providers are either

veriﬁcation is needed to meet compliance

invisible or visible to consumers. The enterprise

requirements for knowing your customer and data

solutions are both.

access regulations. Veriﬁcation types vary by
vendor, which limits the market in expanding to a

The beneﬁt of a software-as-a-solution (SaaS)

focus on ﬁnancial crimes. The lack of behavioral

model is the ability to use a data consortium to

biometrics, bot detection, remote access detection,
and dark web data means that crimes are

build analytics. The same criminal actor can attack
multiple ﬁnancial institutions simultaneously, and

continuing.

through an analytics and global rule, the fraud is
identiﬁed faster. The FICO on-premise solution,

The vendors that do well in the ﬁnancial crime
aspect of identity-prooﬁng scored relatively high in

which is deployed at large international ﬁnancial

the product vitals assessment. Digital crimes are
complex, requiring the orchestration of at least half

institutions and payment processors, can have a
global analytics approach where a multitenant

Lack of Uniformity in Veriﬁcation Methods Require Multiple Solutions
Figure 13. Veriﬁcation Methods by Vendor Adoption

Types of Veriﬁcation

Feature Adoption
Average

Data Validation: Verifying that data provided in an application is accurate and
matches other data sets about the user

77

Document Scanning: Extracting information from images of formal documents
(e.g. driver's license or passport)

77

Behaviometrics: Identifying users by the way they interact with input devices (e.g.
keyboard, mouse, or smartphone)

75

Device Fingerprinting: Proﬁling characteristics of a device to identify it in future
interactions

69

Bot Detection: Identifying automated access attempts, either at login or during an
application

65

Remote Access Detection: Identifying suspicious access attempts, even through a
legitimate customer device

60

Email Veriﬁcation: Assessing risk associated with an email address, based on
characteristics such as age and history

50

One-Time Passwords: Generating and verifying one-time use codes for verifying
customers

37

Dark Web Scanning: Scanning the Dark Web to validate if PII is shared/sold on
malicious marketplaces
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ﬁnancial crimes system can deliver results.

platforms to absorb the new data payload. Adding

However, this is the only consistent data approach

data feeds for identity-prooﬁng into existing

provided by identity-prooﬁng vendors, which

systems may prove to be more cost-effective and

results in multiple solutions integrated to solve the

operationally efficient than having a standalone

complex fraud challenges faced by ﬁnancial

vendor. Identity-prooﬁng vendors will need to

institutions.

monitor this market risk and create ways to work

In addition to the inconsistency of data used for

competing against them.

with large technology companies rather than
identity-prooﬁng solutions, this leaves the door
open for ﬁnancial crime analytics vendors to move

Financial institutions have a challenge to undertake

into the identity-prooﬁng market, absorbing some
of the smaller vendors in the scorecard as an

in the next nine to 12 months. Indications are that
the 2021 Identity Fraud Study will show increased

acquisition play. Vendors like ACI Worldwide,

growth in digital identity fraud. At the same time,

Feedzai, IBM, and SAS are likely market entrants.
The companies can acquire market share through

because of decreases in interchange revenue and
the total cost of ownership discussed in the Javelin

existing enterprise ﬁnancial crimes systems
currently in use by ﬁnancial institutions and

report Future Prooﬁng Payment Card Strategies
Post Covid , budgetary pressures will be a

payment processors. The key consideration is data
ingestion and how much can be absorbed through

consideration in the solution selected. By using
identity-prooﬁng solutions across the organization

traditional channels. It’s becoming clearer that with
larger data payloads and sources, the capability

dedicated to dealing with ﬁnancial crimes, ﬁnancial
institutions can make a meaningful change in the

required is more about moving to NoSQL data

next year.

Adoption of Multiple Data Sources is required for Effective Identity-Prooﬁng
Figure 14. Data Sources Vendor Adoption Rates

Data Used

Feature Adoption
Average

Consortium

67

Credit Reporting Agencies (CRAs)

54

Public Records

54

Custom Feeds

42

Mobile Network Operators (MNOs)

37

Utility Records

33

Account Ownership Veriﬁcation

33

Employment Records

31

Social Network Data

25

Dark Web
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APPENDIX

Vendors evaluated for the scorecard
Figure 15. Vendors by Identity-Prooﬁng Category

Solution

Identity
Validation

Identity
Veriﬁcation

Acuant
AU10TIX
BehavioSec
BioCatch

Enrollment

Binding

Authentication

Step-Up
Authentication

•
•
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•
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Callsign
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•

DataVisor
Early Warning
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Experian

•
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•

•
•
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•

•
•

•
•

•
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•
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•

•

•

•
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•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

FICO
GBG IDology
GIACT

•

•

HYPR
IDEMIA
Intellicheck
Jumio
LexisNexis Risk
Solutions
Mitek
NuData Security
OneSpan

•

•

RSA
Socure
TeleSign
Thales
TransUnion

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Trulioo
Trusona
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Top Solutions Provide Support for Some But Not All Regulations
Figure 16. Solutions, Which Help Financial Institutions, Meet Compliance Needs

Key Metric

Callsign

Experian

FICO

GIACT

LexisNexis
TransUnion
Risk Solutions

FCRA
GLBA
CCPA
GDPR
PSD2
Legend:

100 points

50 points

25 points

0 points

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2020
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METHODOLOGY
Requests for information using three classiﬁcations of product components were used (product vitals,
features, and administration). The email requests were sent to vendors on June 23, 2020, with responses due
back to Javelin by July 17, 2020. Based on the vendor responses and the data provided, product
demonstrations were reviewed by Javelin through Aug. 21, 2020. All rankings and analyses were completed
by Sept. 25, 2020.
Screenshots, videos, written responses, website collateral, and interview responses were used as a
foundation to rank the vendors.
Javelin created a methodology to identify the point totals, which ranged from API integrations from other
companies to full-feature maturation.
Product vitals: 37 elements scored
Product features: 39 elements scored
Administration: 14 elements scored
Each element could have scored up to 100 points
Fully mature product element = 100 points
Missing several key elements = 50 points
Integrated with third party only = 25 points
Element not available = 0 points
The highest score possible was 300.
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